
INTELLIGENT 751 

Chapter 751 - 751: Being Arrested 

"Doctor Yong, you require to go and see Director Zheng." The woman said. 

"Maybe I know what is the reason?" Doctor Yong asked while looking l.u.s.tily at the woman. 

"I don't know anything about it. I have just received the order to tell you to go and see Director Zheng. 

That's all." The woman felt disgusted with the look given by Doctor Yong. She was not a stupid woman. 

So, she understood that look. 

"Oh, I see. May I know your name?" Doctor Yong wanted to get to know the woman. 

"You may call me Secretary Mei. Doctor Yong, I hope you can go now since Director Zheng has been 

waiting for you." Secretary Mei wanted to leave now. Whether this doctor wanted to go or not, it was 

not her business anymore. 

Seeing the cold look on Secretary Mei, Doctor Yong smiled. This kind of woman would obey a man when 

she was on the bed. Doctor Yong stood up as he was thinking about how to make Secretary Mei sat on 

his bed. It might be fun. 

He did not know that his life might be over after this. He walked to Director Zheng's room. 

He arrived at Director Zheng's room. Outside the room, Secretary Mei was at her table. When she saw 

Doctor Yong, she looked Doctor Yong smiled at her. She just ignored him. 

She called Director Zheng to inform him that Doctor Yong was already here. Director Zheng told her to 

ask Doctor Yong to enter his room. 

"Director Zheng has asked you to enter the room right now." Secretary Mei said. She wanted to chase 

Doctor Yong from here. 

"Before that, can I get your number?" Doctor Yong wanted to flirt with Secretary Mei. 

"Sorry. I can't give my number to you." Secretary Mei rejected without blinking her eyes. 

"Why can you not give it to me?" Doctor Yong asked. 

"Why should I give it to you?" Secretary Mei also asked. "Doctor Yong, you should enter the room now." 

Doctor Yong just smiled. "Okay. But when I get out, I will get your number no matter what." 

Secretary Mei did not say anything. She just watched Doctor Yong entered the room. 

In the room, Director Zheng saw Doctor Yong entered the room and stopped his work and closed the 

file. 

Doctor Yong sat in front of Director Zheng. "Director Zheng, why do you call me here?" 

Director Zheng looked at Doctor Yong. If not because of Yu Qi's information, he could not believe that 

the man in front of him could be doing something like that. 

The phrase was correct.' We should not judge the book by its cover.' 



"Here. Read this." Director Zheng gave a file to Doctor Yong. 

Doctor Yong was curious about the file, took it and read it. Director Zheng looked at Doctor Yong's 

expression. He could see the change of Doctor Yong's expression from smiling to frowning. 

"Director Zheng, what is this? Where do you get it?" Doctor Yong nervously asked? 

"You should know better about this. As for where I have gotten it, I can say it was from a reliable 

person." Director Zheng snorted. 

"No... No... No... The information inside this file is not the truth. Director Zheng, you should not believe 

this." Doctor Yong wanted to convenient Director Zheng. 

"Do you think I am stupid? I have already investigate the truth behind this file. I have called your 

previous hospital and have asked for it. They also have the same information about you." Director 

continued. "I have accepted you here under Doctor Su's recommendation. I think I should investigate 

Doctor Au too." 

Doctor Yong was silent. 

"You are fired." Director Zheng said. 

"Can you give me a chance? I will change it." Doctor Yong begged Director Zheng. 

"And wait for someone to die? No." Director Zheng firmly rejected it. 

A call came. Director Zheng took the call. 

"Sir, the policemen are here." Secretary Mei said. 

"Oh, let them in." Director Zheng said. 

A few moments later, the policemen came inside. Seeing policemen arrived, Doctor Yong begun to 

panic. 

"We are here to escort Doctor Yong to the police station to help our investigation." A policeman voiced 

his aim for coming here. 

"Director Zheng you should not do this." Doctor Yong protested. 

"It is not me who has reported you." Director Zheng said. 

"What?" Doctor Yong was dumbfounded. 

"You have just offended someone that you should not offend." Director Zheng told Doctor Yong. 

"Someone that I should not offend?" Doctor Yong did not know that. He did not remember offending 

someone like that. 

The policeman told Doctor Yong to follow them to the police station. Doctor Yong could not do anything 

except following the policemen's order. 

Being escorted by two policemen attracted people's attention. Doctor Yong was still in his white coat 

that indicated him as a doctor. 



"Look, the police comes to arrest him." 

"He seems to be a doctor." 

"Why is he being arrested like that?" 

"He must be doing something bad." 

"That's great he has been arrested." 

"Why are you saying that?" 

"I have seen him molesting a nurse before." 

"What!!?" 

"You really saw that?" 

"Yes. When I want to save the nurse, he saw me and released the nurse. He even clicked his tongue 

when he passed me." 

"What a horrible doctor." 

"He should be arrested then." 

"Maybe that nurse was his girlfriend." 

"I don't think so. In fact, the nurse was crying and thanked me because I have walked there." 

"Oh." 

Yu Qi was standing among the onlookers looking at the scene. Doctor Yong had been escorted by the 

policemen. It was a good scene to watch. 

Chapter 752 - 752: Settled The Matter 

"Doctor Tang, I have thought you already finished your internship." Nurse Shing Yu Ten greeted Yu Qi. 

She was surprised to see Yu Qi at the hospital. She remembered that the internship students for the 

previous year have already finished their internsh.i.p.s. 

"I have just come here for some business." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, I see." Nurse Shing Yu Ten nodded. 

"By the way, here is the souvenir from me." Yu Qi gave a plastic bag to Nurse Shing Yu Ten. 

Nurse Shing Yu Ten took and looked inside. She was surprised to see the things inside the plastic bag. 

"This is..." Nurse Shing Yu Ten looked at Yu Qi. 

"You are the first person who has talked to me when I have first come to the hospital. So, it was my 

appreciation." Yu Qi smiled. 



Nurse Shing Yu Ten smiled and saying thank you to Yu Qi. It was indeed true that she was the one who 

guided Yu Qi when Yu Qi had first entered Guanying Hospital. 

Yu Qi walked to Director Zheng's room. She greeted Secretary Mei. Secretary Mei saw her, stood up and 

greeted her. 

"Is Director Zheng inside?"Yu Qi asked. 

"Yes." Secretary Mei nodded. 

"Can you ask him whether I can meet him?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Wait a minute." Secretary Mei said as she called Director Zheng. 

She informed Director Zheng telling him that Yu Qi wanted to see him. She nodded several times and 

ended the call. 

Secretary Mei looked to Yu Qi. "Director Zheng tells that you can enter the room." 

Yu Qi thanked Secretary Mei and entered the room. 

"You come." Director Zheng greeted Yu Qi. "You saw Doctor Yong earlier." 

"Yes. I come and saw him being escorted by the policemen." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I have already submitted the evidence regarding the misdiagnosis on the patients and what he does to 

keep the patient's family quiet about this." Director Zheng informed Yu Qi. 

"Good. I will handle the evidence that he has done s.e.x.u.a.l harassment on female doctors and nurses. 

It may be difficult since those victims may be unwillingly to step forward but it's still worth trying." Yu Qi 

told the further action that she would take to Doctor Yong. 

Director Zheng just nodded. He was relieved that he had not offended Yu Qi while she was doing her 

internship at Guanying Hospital. 

"So, what are you planning for your career?" Director Zheng asked. 

"I don't know yet. But I think my grandfather might tell me to work at Tang Private Hospital." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, I see. I can tell you, that hospital is the best hospital in the nation. Many doctors want to join that 

hospital but still could not get into it." Director Zheng said. He was not lying though. It was the truth. 

"I know. Before I forget, here." Yu Qi handled out the plastic bag for Director Zheng. 

"What is this?" Director Zheng was confused. n𝚘𝔳𝖾)𝓵𝒃.1n 

"This is the Qi Qi Skincare." Yu Qi said. "It is a gift to you since you have been taking good care of me 

during my internship." 

"Qi Qi Skincare?" 

Director Zheng was a man. So, he did not know much about skincare product but he seemed to hear this 

brand somewhere. Then, he remembered that his wife was talking about this skincare product. There 

was a very high demands for the products. So, the product was usually out of stock. 



"I have remembered that your wife likes this brand. I will give a complete set with our new product. I 

will tell your wife if the product is finished, she can give me a call and I will give some discounts to your 

wife." Yu Qi said. 

Director Zheng was dumbfounded. 'What does she meant?' He seemed could not brain the sentences. 

"Miss Tang, what do you mean by that? Give discounts?" 

"Yeah. Qi Qi Skincare is a company under my name." Yu Qi explained. 

Director Zheng was dumbfounded for the second time. 'She has a company under her name? And that 

company is growing bigger and bigger that can stand among other players. No one knew the person 

behind the company. What an impressive girl.' Director Zheng did not suspect that she was lying. 

"Oh, you don't need to worry. Our product only consists of herbs. There are no chemical substances 

inside the product. So, it was good to use it." Yu Qi promoted her skincare product in case Director 

Zheng did not know about it. 

.... 

Yu Qi packed up the things in the house. She would be returned to FINN City by tomorrow. She looked 

around. After feeling satisfied, Yu Qi rested a bit little. 

Even though she did not spend much time in this house, she did feel the attachment for this house. So, 

she made the conclusion to buy the house. 

She already negotiated the price for the house with the previous owner. The owner agreed to sell the 

house with the house that she mentioned. 

"Master, what are we going to eat tonight?" Aoi came and asked. 

"Hmm... Let's cook something. What should I cook for today?Hmm... Let's have a hot pot for today." Yu 

Qi said. 

"Hot pot? Spicy one?" Aoi asked. 

She was silent at the moment. Then, she looked at Aoi. "Let's ask Brother Xia too." 

"Him too?" Aoi questioned. 

"Yes, I have not seen him for a long time. He seems busy. Well, let me call Brother Xia first." Yu Qi 

brought out her phone. She called Qin Xia. 

Qin Xia at the moment was in the meeting. His phone vibrated. He looked down to see the caller. His 

eyes narrowed down as he saw the name on the screen. 

Chapter 753 - 753: Lying Because of Her 

One of his employees was currently talking about the project. He lifted his hand and signalled the 

employees to stop talking as he answered the call. 

"Hello." Qin Xia answered. 

"Hello, Brother Xia. Are you busy right now?" A girl's voice could be heard on the phone. 



All the employees in the meeting room looked at Qin Xia because they could hear the female voice on 

their boss's phone. It was not clear but still, they could distinguish the difference between female voice 

and male voice. 

"No. I am not busy right now..." Qin Xia answered. 

His employees were like... 'Mr. Qin, what do you mean by that? We are currently in the meeting.' 

"Why are you asking that?" Qin Xia asked back. n𝑂𝒱𝓮)𝗅𝔟.In 

"Oh, I have forgotten to ask. Where are you right now? Are you in Guanying City right now?" 

"Yes. I am." Qin Xia nodded. 

"Oh, great. Actually, I just want to ask you to have dinner with me. Are you free tonight?" Yu Qi asked. 

"I am free tonight." Qin Xia said lazily. 

"Great. We are going to have a hot pot tonight? Do you like spicy or plain?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Spicy." Qin Xia answered. 

"Great. I will be going to prepare a spicy one. You will be surprised." Yu Qi said happily. 

"Hmm..." Qin Xia replied. 

"Okay. I will see you tonight." Yu Qi wanted to end the call. 

"Bye." Qin Xia ended the call. 

Everyone around Qin Xia looked at him curiously. They did not know that their boss had a girlfriend. 

"You can continue. I only have one hour to spend." Qin Xia said to his employees. 

Actually, Qin Xia was lying to Yu Qi. He was at Capital City, at his headquarters. He was in the meeting 

discussing his new project at Guanying City. He had to return to Guanying City after one hour of this 

meeting to arrive at Yu Qi's house on time. 

"What are you waiting for? Continue the meeting." Qin Xia said again after seeing his employees had 

just kept silent and staring at him like a stupid person. 

"Yes, Sir." 

The people in front of Qin Xia answered and started to continue the meeting. So, the meeting continued 

for one hour. After one hour, Qin Xia said it was time for the meeting to end even though they still had 

some more agenda to discuss. But Qin Xia did not want to hear anymore. 

Qin Xia directly stood up and left the meeting room making everyone looked at each other. Then one of 

the members of the meeting asked Min Liang that just silent took care of his boss's paper. 

"Mr. Min, where is Mr. Qin going?" He asked. 

"He will be going to Guanying City." Min Liang answered. 

"Oh, does Mr. Qin's girlfriend lives there?" Another question popped up. 



Min Liang just made a questionable face. He was also not sure whether to call Miss Tang, Mr. Qin's 

girlfriend or not. From what he saw, he concluded that Miss Tang was like Mr. Qin's sister. 

"I don't know." Min Liang gave a safe answer. 

..... 

Yu Qi was currently at the market. She decided to buy some fresh seafood and meat for her hot pot. As 

for the veggies, she would collect it from her own garden in the space. 

She already brought her trolley bag to make her work for carrying the groceries easier. Well, she learnt 

from her previous visit to the market. The middle aged woman, as well as, the seller at the market told 

her to the trolley bag to carry the groceries while shopping here. 

She agreed with what the middle aged woman said and saw a lot of people were shopping there would 

pull their trolley bag. They even sold these trolley bags to the customer that came to the market. 

Aoi followed her and looked around. 'Master, everything here looks fresh and delicious.' He said and 

looked around while swallowing his saliva. 

'Okay. Tell me what do you want to eat. I think our stock in the space also already decreased. We need 

to pile stock it up.' Yu Qi said. 

'Okay.' Aoi was happy since he got to choose the food that he could eat. 

After buying a lot of seafood and meat, they stopped a while. A middle aged woman saw her and just 

came to talk to her. 

"Wow, you are buying a lot." The aunty said. 

"Well..." Yu Qi just smiled. 

"You are the one who is going to cook?" The aunty asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Your husband must be happy to get a wife that can cook. Nowadays, women like to go outside and 

work like a man. No one likes to cook." The aunty sighed. 

Yu Qi did not answer anything. She just smiled. 

"Aunty Chua, come here and eat this." A seller from a shop shouted. 

"Okay. I will be there." The aunty that was talking to Yu Qi answered the shout. "Take care while you 

return home." The aunty said and she left, walking to the seller that shouted to her just now. 

Then another middle aged woman came to Yu Qi. 

"We are sorry if Aunty Chua talks nonsense to you. Oh, the woman that talked to you just now is Aunty 

Chua." The middle aged woman explained. 

"Oh, it's okay. I don't mind." Yu Qi shook her head. 



"She just likes to talk to people. So, she often stopped someone and talked to them. My friend called her 

to let you leave. Otherwise you will be stuck here for many hours." The middle aged woman said. 

Chapter 754 - 754: Returning Home 

After returning from the market, Yu Qi directly entered in her space. She wanted to store part of the 

meat and the seafood that she brought inside her space. 

Aoi also argued how much they should store and eat for tonight. Aoi also joined in. Yu Qi gave in to 

them. She followed their instruction on how much they should eat tonight. 

Then, they went to the garden to harvest the veggie that Yu Qi wanted to put in her hot pot tonight. She 

was humming while harvesting the vegetables. 

Since she would be eating outside her space tonight, she decided to cook in her house. It was not hard 

to cook the soup for hot pot. She set up the table for them to eat the hot pot. 

Then, someone was knocking on her door house. It must be Qin Xia, she thought. She opened the door 

to welcome him. 

Standing in front of Yu Qi's door was indeed Qin Xia. He was driving three hours from Capital City for 

eating dinner with Yu Qi. 

"Come in, Brother Xia." Yu Qi invited Qin Xia in. 

Qin Xia entered the house and saw the packages sitting in the corner of her house. 

"You have already started your packing?" Qin Xia remembered it was already one year since Yu Qi had 

worked as an internship student at Guanying City. 

"Yes. It is my last night here before returning to FINN City." Yu Qi said to Qin Xia while preparing the 

plate for Qin Xia. 

"Then, what is your plan after this?" Qin Xia asked. 

"I think I will start working at Tang Private Hospital." Yu Qi did plan for her future. 

However, she was still considering. Her family wanted her to work at their family hospital. 

"I see. Then, do your best." Qin Xia smiled at Yu Qi. 

"Brother Xia, eat a lot, okay." Yu Qi put a piece of meat into Qin Xia's bowl. 

Qin Xia just nodded. 

.... 

Yu Qi stopped her car in front of the post guard outside Tang Main Residence. The guard looked at the 

driver carefully. Then he realized that it was their young miss. Even though their young miss did not 

usually come home but the steward had already informed and told them how their young miss looked 

like. 



"Young Miss, you are back. I am sorry for holding you back. I have not received any notice, telling you 

are coming back today." The guard apologized to Yu Qi. 

"It's okay. I h not told my family either. I want to make a surprise. Can you open the gate for me?" Yu Qi 

smiled. 

"Sure... Sure... Wait a minute, young miss." The guard nodded. 

Yu Qi drove her car into the garage and parked her car. She could saw the car that usually her aunties 

used for going out was parked beside her car meaning both of her aunties were home. 

Yu Qi entered the house. Steward Han was there to welcome her. He greeted Yu Qi with a smile. 

"Welcome home, young miss." Steward Han said to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi was indeed surprised. 

"You know that I'm coming home today? Yu Qi asked. 

"Of course not, young miss. I had been informed by the guard outside." Steward Han answered politely. 

"Oh..." Yu Qi looked around. 

"However, I still have not told anyone about your arrival." Steward Han added. 

"Really? Meaning both of my aunties still don't know I am back?" Yu Qi asked. n𝑂𝒱𝖊)𝐋𝑩-1n 

"Yes." Steward Han said. 

"Where are they right now?" Yu Qi excitedly asked her aunties' whereabout. 

"First Mistress is cooking while Second Mistress is at the garden." Steward Han informed Yu Qi. 

"I see." Yu Qi smiled. "I will go and see them." 

"By the way, Young Miss, where is your luggage?" Steward Han asked. 

"In the car. I have 2 boxes and luggage. I will bring them outside by myself. It may be difficult for 

Grandpa Han to take care of them." Yu Qi was thinking not to rely on Steward Han since the boxes were 

a bit heavy. 

"Young Miss, you don't need to worry about that. I will call someone else to lift them." Steward Han 

said. 

"Oh, okay. Here is the key." Yu Qi handed out her car key. "Then, I will go and surprise my aunties. See 

you later, Grandpa Han." 

Steward Han watched Yu Qi ran from there. Then he walked away to call someone to take care of Young 

Miss's things. 

Yu Qi approached the kitchen. While she was heading to the kitchen, several maids saw her. They 

wanted to greet her but she signalled them to keep silent. 

The maids nodded and walked away from there. 



"Sister Jue, who is that girl?" A maid asked her colleague. 

"Oh, that is our young miss." Her colleague answered. 

"I see. But why am I have not seen her before?" 

"Young Miss was doing her internship at Guanying Hospital for the past several months. She has 

probably finished her internship and coming home. Enough about this. Let's do our job." 

Yu Qi already arrived at the entrance of the kitchen. She was peeking inside. She saw her Auntie Ming 

Yue was cutting the potatoes. Her back was facing Yu Qi. 

She entered the kitchen slowly. The people around Ming Yue realized it was their young miss. Yu Qi 

made the same signal. The people nodded. 

Yu Qi slowly approached Ming Yue. She then hugged Ming Yue from behind. Ming Yue was very 

surprised to receive a back hug. 

Chapter 755 - 755: Dinner With Family 

"Auntie Ming Yue!!!" Yu Qi said. 

"What!!!" Ming Yue looked back. She saw Yu Qi who was giving her a back hug. "You, child!!! You come 

home?" 

"Hmm... I am back." Yu Qi released her auntie. 

Ming Yue turned and faced Yu Qi. She looked up and down. "You have lost your weight again." It was the 

first evaluation that she made when she saw Yu Qi. 

"What? I am eating a lot, Auntie. How can I lose weight?" Yu Qi looked at her body. 

"We need to pump you up with food." Auntie Ming Yue made the decision. "I will cook a delicious meal 

for you." 

Yu Qi laughed. "Okay. I will be waiting for it. I will go and see Auntie Su Xiao next." 

"Do you know where she is?" Ming Yue asked. 

"Grandpa Han has already told me. She is at the garden attending her flowers." Yu Qi made a peace sign. 

"Auntie Ming Yue, See you later." 

Yu Qi walked out from the kitchen and heading to the garden where Su Xiao was. When she arrived at 

the garden, she could saw that her aunty was currently watering the flower. She silently approached Su 

Xiao. 

"Auntie Su Xiao." Yu Qi shocked her aunty. 

"Argh!!!" Su Xiao was shocked and her hand which held the rubber pipe water aimed in Yu Qi's 

direction. 

Yu Qi was wet from her head until down. She was shocked right now. 



Su Xiao managed to calm down and lower the rubber pipe water. She saw Yu Qi who had already 

drenched her own body. 

"Pfft." Su Xiao could not help to laugh. "Yu Qi... Ha ha ha..." 

When Yu Qi listened to Su Xiao's laughs, she ended up laughing too. 

"I want to give Auntie Su Xiao a shock but ended up getting a shock myself." Yu Qi told Su Xiao after they 

calmed down. 

"Auntie is sorry. I have totally freaked out." Su Xiao apologized. 

"No." Yu Qi shook her head. "It's okay, Auntie Su Xiao. Well, to be honest, It is kind of refreshing." 

"Okay. You need to change your clothes right now, otherwise, you will get a cold. You must go." Su Xiao 

quickly said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi obeyed her aunty. 

... 

Yu Qi woke up from her nap after getting awakened from sleep by Aoi. 

"I am awake, Aoi. Stop shaking my body." Yu Qi said to Aoi. 

She looked at the clock. It was 6:38 p.m. She went up and washed her face. After getting a splashed 

from Su Xiao, she went to her room and got a shower. 

Feeling a little bit tired, she decided to get some naps. She did not know that she was sleeping longer 

than she thought. She felt refreshed. 

"Aoi, let's go out." Yu Qi invited Aoi to go outside. 

Since it approached dinner time, Aoi was happy to join Yu Qi. Yu Qi opened the door and saw a maid in 

front of her door. 

"Young Miss." The maid was startled. She was about to knock on the door and saw that her young miss 

had opened the door and came out. 

"What are you doing?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Oh, First Mistress wants to call you for dinner." The maid answered. 

"My uncles and my brothers, have they returned home tonight?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"I have only seen Second Master, and First Young Master returning. Others, not yet." The maid said. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi smiled. 

The maid saw her smile and felt her heart was throbbing. Her face instantly turned red. 

Yu Qi saw it, and wondering. "What has happened?" 

"Nothing, Young Miss. I will return to my work." The maid bowed to Yu Qi and left. 



The maid felt her young miss's smile was a killer. She indeed felt her heart throbbing at the moment. 

Her young miss noticed that her face had turned red and asked about it. She was embarrassed. 

However, she was serious when she thought about her young miss's smile. Her young miss could make 

someone felt something about her. 

Yu Qi did not know what the maid was thinking about her. If she knew about that, she was probably 

surprised about that. She did not mean to charm anyone. 

At the dining room, the maids made their preparation for the dinner. It was not the time yet. She saw 

Steward Han. 

"Grandpa Han." Yu Qi called. 

"Yes, Young Miss." Steward Han bowed. 

"Are my brothers and my uncles return home?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Second Master and First Young Master has returned home an hour ago. While First Master and Second 

Young Master have just returned right now. As for Third Young Master..." Steward Han did not complete 

his sentence, Yu Qi already stopped him. 

"I know, Brother Qin Hao does not return home today." Yu Qi chuckled. That workaholic would not 

return home easily. 

"Yes, Young Miss." Steward Han nodded. "How about Young Miss gives a call to him?" 

"I don't want to disturb him. Who knows he is currently doing some important experiment? That will not 

be nice." Yu Qi shook her head. 

Half one hour later, Yu Qi was sitting with her family. Her uncles and brothers were surprised to see Yu 

Qi was there. They did not know until now that Yu Qi had already returned home. 

"Little Sis, you have already finished your internship?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Yes. Completed."? Yu Qi nodded. 

"Congratulation." Tang Jung Wen said. 

"Good for you." Tang Jang Qin smiled. 

"Nice to have you back, Little Sis." Tang Han Lee said. n--𝐎)-𝒱./𝓔-(𝑙.)𝚋)(1--n 

Chapter 756 - 756: It Was Indeed Rare 

"You just need to wait for the graduation only, right?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. "But it is three months later." 

"That is the good one." Tang Jin Wei lifted up his eyebrows. He excitedly suggested something. "You can 

go for a holiday." 

"Well, there are a lot of things that I need to catch up on." Yu Qi was thinking about her business. 



"I am home." Someone said it. 

Then the dining room went silent. Steward Han saw this and asked someone to prepare the additional 

cutlery for this person. 

The person was Tang Qin Hao. He silently took a seat beside Tang Jang Qin. 

"You come home?" Su Xiao was very surprised to see her son. 

"Yeah. I just feel that way tonight." Tang Qin Hao answered. 

It was indeed rare for Tang Qin Hao to return home. Su Xiao was worried about him for not seeing him 

for a long time, she went to the hospital to see Tang Qin Hao and brought some food and clean clothes 

for him. 

"Our dinner tonight will be completed if Father is here." Ming Yue said. 

"He is more stubborn than anyone else." Tang Jung Wen commented. 

"Thank goodness, we have placed a good maid to take care of him." Tang Jang Qin said. 

"But it is not enough. It also not good for Ji Chang. It is her time to get married." Ming Yue said. 

Han Ji Chang was Steward Han's granddaughter. The most important things, it was her primer time. 

Yu Qi was thinking about something. Then she smiled while saying something. "Don't worry. I will talk to 

him." 

"I think that's good. Father may listen to Yu Qi." Tang Jan Qin nodded. 

"I hope so." Tang Jung Wen said. 

"Enough with the talking. Let's eat." Ming Yue said after seeing everyone did not start eating while they 

were talking. 

..... 

Ming Yue and Su Xiao were surprised when Yu Qi invited them to go to the spa. Well, Yu Qi wanted to 

see Yung Ha Ten. Her spa used Qi Qi Skincare Brand. So, she wanted to see it. 

Yu Qi asked the receptionist if Yung Ha Ten was around or not. The receptionist told her that their boss 

did not come to the spa recently. 

Yu Qi wanted to call her but Yu Qi did not have her contact number. She remembered that her aunts 

were friend with Yung Ha Ten. 

She then asked her aunts about Yung Ha Ten's contact number. Ming Yue just gave the number to Yu Qi. 

She called Yung Ha Ten. 

"Hello, Miss Yung." Yu Qi said after the call had been answered. 

It was Yung Ha Ten's voice. "Yes, who is this?" She asked. 

"I am Tang Yu Qi." Yu Qi said. 



"Oh, Yu Qi, did I have told you to call me Aunt Ha Ten?" Yung Ha Ten was surprised to get a phone call 

from Yu Qi. 

It had been a long time since she last saw Yu Qi. However, she did hear about Yu Qi sometimes from 

Ming Yue and Su Xiao. She remembered that Ming Yue told her that Yu Qi was having an internship at 

Guanying City. 

"I'm sorry, Auntie Ha Ten. I have forgotten." Yu Qi said. 

"It's okay. Why are you calling me?" Yung Ha Ten asked Yu Qi. 

"I just want to meet you. Well, I am at your spa right now." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, really? I will come. Can you wait for an hour?" Yung Ha Ten asked. 

"Eh, are you busy right now? If you are busy, I will not bother you." Yu Qi felt wronged as she did not 

make an appointment with Yung Ha Ten. 

Yung Ha Ten was laughing. "Don't worry. I am just at home cleaning something. I guess one hour is 

enough to get it clean." 

"Oh, are you sure? Otherwise, we can meet another time." Yu Qi said. 

"It's okay." Yung Ha Ten said. 

"Well, then, I will apply for the one-hour massage session." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, feel free to have it. Don't forget to show the receptionist the card." Yung Ha Ten said. 

Yu Qi ended the call. She told the receptionist that she wanted an one hour massage session. The 

receptionist wanted to say that she needed to make an appointment first before she could apply for the 

session but shut her mouth up when she saw the card that Yu Qi placed in front of her. 

It was a first-class membership card of this spa. The holder of this card could come to the spa without 

any booking or appointment. There were not many cards. Only 300 pieces of it. Only the riches and close 

friends of the owner could have it. 

The receptionist heard some of Yu Qi's conversation. She heard that Yu Qi called Auntie Ha Ten. It must 

be Yung Ha Ten, the owner. 

Yu Qi got the card before she was going to Guanying City. Yung Ha Ten told her that the card was her 

spa's membership card. 

When Yu Qi was heading to the room that she had been assigned to, she walked passing two women. 

"See, I am not lying to you right?" The woman said to her friend. 

"Yeah. My skin feels very hydrated and pumped." Her friend said happily. 

"The sister tells me that we can get the product from the store or online." The woman told her friend. 

"I don't believe in online shopping. Some of them are th fake products. It is better to go and buy the 

product at their store." Her friend said. n/(O𝒱𝖾𝗅𝑏1n 



"It's right." The woman agreed. "I think I will change my current skincare product to Qi Qi Skincare." 

"Me too." 

Chapter 757 - 757: New Bussiness. 

Yu Qi was smiling as she listened to the conversation. It was a great success to introduce the product to 

the customers by using the spa. 

"What are they talking about?" Yu Qi asked the person that led her to the massage room. 

"It is our new facial treatment session. The products that are used in the treatment are very good 

despite there is a new brand. You can try it later." The person promoted it. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded several times acting clueless about that. 

Yu Qi was getting a shoulder massage. Both of her aunties went for a full body massage. They said it had 

been a long time since they had a massage. 

During the massage, Yu Qi was feeling very relaxed physically. However, her mind was not. She was 

thinking of a new product that she could create. 

It was the massage oil. The currently used oil was indeed good but she felt it was not enough. She was 

thinking to create a massage oil that not only fragrant but could boost several effects on the skin. 

She would enter her space to make some experiment. Another product would be created. 

Yu Qi felt very relaxed when the masseuse massaged her shoulder. The treatment consisted of the 

massage part and also the moxibustion. 

After one hour, the treatment was completed. Yu Qi went out and cleaned her body from the accessible 

oil. When she already in her clothes, she had been informed that Yung Ha Ten was already in her office. 

She was led there. 

"Yu Qi." Yung Ha Ten welcomed Yu Qi with a smile. 

"Auntie Ha Ten." Yu Qi greeted her. "How are you?" 

"Very good. After you supply Qi Qi Skincare product to my spa, a lot of patrons come to my spa." Yung 

Ha Ten told Yu Qi with a happy tone. 

"I see. Do you like to do business with me again?" Yu Qi smiled while suggesting the idea. 

"What? What business?" Yung Ha Ten asked. 

"Open other spas in the other cities." Yu Qi looked straight at Yung Ha Ten. 

"Open other spas?" Yung Ha Ten asked again. 

"Yeah. I will invest the money. All the management would be handle by you. Of course, Qi Qi Skincare 

product would be also used." Yu Qi proposed the business. "However, I want 50% share of the 

ownership of the spas." 

"Only 50%? Are you sure?" Yung Ha Ten was surprised. 



"Yes. I am pretty much sure about this. 50% is enough for me." Yu Qi shook her head. 

"Sure. I agree. It is my dream to open several spas." Yung Ha Ten nodded. 

"Great. I will inform my lawyer to draft the contract." Yu Qi said. "We will have another meeting again to 

choose the places for the spas." 

"Sure." Yung Ha Ten nodded. 

"Happy cooperation." Yu Qi handed out her hand to shake with Yung Ha Ten. 

Yung Ha Ten shook Yu Qi's hand. She did not know why Yu Qi was helping her so much. It was probably 

she was Yu Qi's mother friend. 

However, it was not the reason for Yu Qi. She was simply doing for herself. To promote her own skincare 

brand in order to make more money. That's it. 

As for the places that they could open the spa, one of them were at Guanying City. The world class 

resort would be built there. Yu Qi wanted to open the spa in the resort itself. 

She would discuss with Qin Xia and Guanying Mayor for that matter since the project was under them. 

"Yu Qi." Yu Qi turned and saw Ming Yue and Su Xiao were sitting at the lounge. 

"Auntie." Yu Qi approached Ming Yue and Su Xiao. 

"Have you completed your matter with Ha Ten?" Ming Yue asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Don't worry too much, Ming Yue, Su Xiao. I will not kidnap your precious daughter." Yung Ha Ten joked. 

"If someone dares to kidnap Yu Qi, our family will not stay quiet about it. We will find those people and 

teach them some lessons. Our Tang Family must not be belittled." Su Xiao smirked. 

"That's right." Ming Yue nodded. 

"Aunties. That is so cool." Yu Qi gave them a thumb up. 

... 

"You have already completed your internship?" Su Yu Hi was surprised to get the call from Yu Qi. To 

more surprised, his boss was currently at FINN City. n-/𝔒)-𝗏-/𝐄--𝓁-/𝐛-/I/-n 

"Yes. I have three months before my graduation day takes place." Yu Qi answered. 

"Good. So, you have time to handle our business." Su Yu Hi said. 

"Of course. In fact, I already have a new business for us." Yu Qi grinned. 

"New business?" Su Yu Hi raised his eyebrows. "What kind of business?" 

"Spa." Yu Qi said. 



"Oh." Su Yu Hi responded. It was indeed a good direction. It could help to promote Qi Qi Skincare 

products. 

"Who will handle it?" Su Yu Hi asked. 

He knew Yu Qi already thought about that. 

"Yung Ha Ten. The owner of Precious Spa." Yu Qi answered. 

"The one spa that we supply Qi Qi Skincare product?" Su Yu Hi wanted the confirmation. 

"Yup. And I want to negotiate to open the spa at Guanying City." Yu Qi told him the next plan. 

"Guanying City? Why?" 

"As you know, Guanying City has a big project there." 

"Yeah. A world class resort." Su Yu Hi knew about that news. 

"World class resort... They must need a spa to complete it." 

Chapter 758 - 758: That Is My Girl 

"Grandpa, what are you doing here?" Yu Qi was surprised when she saw Grandpa Tang who was silently 

drinking the tea at the dining table. 

"You brat! Why don't you tell me that you h already returned from Guanying City?" Grandpa Tang put 

down his tea and turned to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi approached her grandfather while grinning. "I have just returned yesterday. Want to stay for two 

days and return to Shiwa Town to see you. Never thought you will come here." 

"Humph... If Ji Chang Fu doesn't tell me you are here. I will not know about that." Grandpa Tang felt 

angry. 

"Don't be angry, Grandpa...." Yu Qi massaged Grandpa Tang's shoulder. "I will make up for it." 

"Hmm..." Grandpa Tang's anger had subsided. He could not get angry with his granddaughter for a long 

time. 

"Grandpa, how about your herbs?" Yu Qi asked something to calm her grandfather. 

"My herbs...." Grandpa Tang began to tell his stories about his herbs. 

Su Xiao and Ming Yue were facing Yu Qi at the moment. They were smiling while giving Yu Qi a thumb 

up. They were thanking Yu Qi for calming down their father in law. 

"Okay. I want to see the herbs too. We will be going back to Shiwa Town tomorrow. Are you okay with 

that, Grandpa?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... Okay." Grandpa Tang agreed. 

..... 



After one night passed, as Grandpa Tang wanted, both of them, Grandpa Tang and Yu Qi, they returned 

to Shiwa Town. 

Yu Qi wanted to drive her own car. So, Grandpa Tang told his driver that he could take some off days 

since his service was not needed for the time being. 

The driver nodded and said thank you to Grandpa Tang. He also wanted to visit his family. So, to be 

rewarded for some off days was a good reward to him. 

Yu Qi was having a good drive with Grandpa Tang. Grandpa Tang like a usual old man liked to tell stories. 

So, the drive was accompanied by stories told by Grandpa Tang. 

After two hours of driving, they arrived at Godly Herbs Shop. It was the same store that sold the herbs 

which Yu Qi used to remember. 

They were greeted by Han Chu Xiao the maid. 

"Welcome back, Old Master, Young Miss." Hang Chu Xiao said. 

Han Chu Xiao usually called Yu Qi, Miss Yu Qi, now she changed it and called Yu Qi, Young Miss. 

"I'm back, Sister Chu Xiao. It has been a long time since we meet each other." Yu Qi was happy to see 

her too. 

Song Nan was there. 

"Uncle Song Nan, I am happy to see you still in the good health." Yu Qi turned in his direction and 

greeted him too. 

He bowed to Yu Qi to greet Yu Qi. He did not reply. Yu Qi did not mind since she knew Song Nan's 

personality. He did not talk much but he was very good to her. 

Then Yu Qi turned to a man that stood beside Song Nan. She did not recall having a man like him at this 

house. She turned to Han Chu Xiao. As she tilted her head and asked Hang Chu Xiao. 

"Sister Chu Xiao, who is this?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Oh, he is our new helper. Uncle Song Nan and Old Master are already in this age. It is not wise to do 

something heavy. So, Old Master decided to hire someone. So, he is the one. His name is Pei Xian." Han 

Chu Xiao introduced this Pei Xian to her young miss. 

"Oh, welcome." Yu Qi greeted Pei Xian, not too cold, not too warm. 

"Nice to meet you, young miss." Pie Xian bowed respectably to Yu Qi. 

Han Chu Xiao took a relief breath seeing her Young Miss seemed to accept Pei Xian. Her young miss 

greeted him normally, not too cold or warm. 

However, Hang Chu Xiao knew her Young Miss's personality. Her Young Miss was the type of person that 

would evaluate people first. She would observe that person first before fully accepting them as her own 

people. 

Han Chu Xiao entered the house with her Young Miss and Grandpa Tang. 



"Young Miss, Old Master, do you like to have some cold drink right now?" Han Chu Xiao asked. 

"That will be nice, Sister Chu Xiao." Yu Qi nodded. 

It was a hot day by the way. Han Chu Xiao went to the kitchen and took the drink that she prepared 

earlier from the refrigerator. 

"Who is that man?" Yu Qi asked Grandpa Tang. 

Yu Qi never saw that man in this village. It should be an outsider from another village. 

"You should know, our village prospers. With your greenhouse and that hotel, many people come to our 

village to find some jobs. He is one of them." Grandpa Tang answered. 

"Then, how does he end up here?" Yu Qi was curious about that. n)(0𝐯𝓮𝗅𝒃In 

"Probably your greenhouse and hotel do not want to hire him, so I have hired him." Grandpa Tang 

looked at Yu Qi with suspicious eyes. "Why do you seem to be interested in that boy? Have your taste 

already changed after spending time at Guanying City?" 

Yu Qi frowned. "What are you talking about, Grandpa?" 

"I am just asking since you seem to be interested in that boy. So I have thought that you have some 

problems with that Long Brat. If you have a problem with that Long Brat, don't hesitate to tell me. I will 

go and teach that Long Brat." Grandpa Tang said. 

"Don't worry, Grandpa. I will teach him myself if I have any problem with him." Yu Qi smirked. 

"That's my girl." Grandpa Tang laughed proudly. 

Chapter 759 - 759: Hang Chu Xiao In Danger 

Han Chu Xiao brought the drinks for Yu Qi and Grandpa Tang. She flinched when she heard the 

conversation about Pei Xian. She put the drink on the table in front of Yu Qi. 

Actually, the reason why Pei Xian was here was because of her. Pei Xian actually came from a 

neighbouring village. As Grandpa Tang had said, because of Yu Qi's business, many people came to 

Shiwa Town for searching for a job. Pei Xian was one of them. 

.... 

Han Chu Xiao was walking home after getting the herbs that Grandpa Tang asked to get at Young? Miss's 

greenhouse. She used to get the herbs from there under Grandpa Tang's order. The employees there 

already knew her that she was their boss's people. 

As she walked, suddenly three men were riding the motorcycles stopped in front of her way. She 

frowned as she looked at the group of men who stepped down from their motorcycles. 

"Hello, girl... Where do you want to do? We can escort you." One of three men said to Han Chu Xiao. 

Han Chu Xiao stared at the three men. She never saw their face before at Shiwa Town. So, it must be the 

people who just came to Shiwa Town recently. 



Han Chu Xiao did not want to waste her time with them. She quickly stepped aside and wanted to walk 

past them. However, once again she was stopped by the men. 

Feeling a little annoyed with the men, she asked. "What do you want, huh?" 

The three men smiled. 

"Don't get angry, we just want to make some friends with you." The first man said. 

"Yeah. It is not a wrong thing to make a friend, right?" The second man replied too. 

"Think the positive side, you can get three friends at the same time. It is a big deal, right?" The third man 

added. 

"I don't have any intention to make friends." Han Chu Xiao glared at them. 

They looked at each other and started laughing. Feeling being laughed by these people made Han Chu 

Xiao felt annoyed. She wanted to pass through them again. Then, one of them grabbed Han Chu Xiao's 

hand. 

As a reflex, Han Chu Xiao shook her hand. Doing that, the man had stumbled and fell to the ground. 

"You!!! How dare you push my friend?" Another one became angry. 

Han Chu Xiao rolled her eyes. She did not use a strong force that could cause the man to fell to the 

ground. 'Is he too weak or what?' 

"How dare you?" Another one said again. 

"I don't want to waste my time on you since I am working right now. Let me go through. Otherwise, I will 

call the police.'' Han Chu Xiao brought out her phone. 

However, Han Chu Xiao did not expect that one of them would grab her phone. 

"I have gotten it." The one who grabbed Han Chu Xiao's phone smiled. 

"Nice." Other both gave their thumb up to him. 

"You!" Han Chu Xiao was getting angrier. 

Without thinking anymore, Han Chu Xiao approached the man. The man thought Han Chu Xiao would 

grab the phone back. But the thing that Han Chu Xiao did was she kicked the hand that holding the 

phone causing the phone to fell to the ground and cracked. 

Han Chu Xiao did not care much about the phone. She just did not want these men to touch her things. 

And she did not stop there. She also kicked the man on his stomach. The man hissed as he felt the pain 

on his stomach. 

Han Chu Xiao was learning how to fight from her Young Miss. Yu Qi had encouraged her to learn the skill 

to protect herself from danger like this one. 

However, Han Chu Xiao was not as strong as her Young Miss. The two men managed to hold her making 

her not able to move. 



Not many people used this road at this time. Ahead of this road, there was Yu Qi's greenhouse only. 

Only the greenhouse's employees used this road but during the morning and the evening time. 

Sometimes the lorry for transporting goods from the greenhouse used this road. But right now, there 

was no one on this road. Making Han Chu Xiao to fell in a dangerous situation right now. 

"Brother Chen, do you think what I am thinking right now?" A man smiled l.u.s.tily at the man that he 

called Brother Chen. 

"Yeah, Wang Do, Sang Bi." Brother Chen looked at Hang Chu Xiao as he licked his lips. 

"It has been a long time since I have tasted a woman. My girlfriend has broken up with me." Sang Bi 

said. 

Han Chu Xiao frowned. 

"Don't frown like that." Sang Bi grinned. 

"Don't worry. She will smile lewdly later." Wang Bo laughed. 

Brother Chen and Sang Bi that held Han Chu Xiao pulled her into the bushes to do something to her. Han 

Chu Xiao did not stand still. She fought back. 

However, nothing happened. Han Chu Xiao was constantly being pulled by these men. She wanted to cry 

but she held back. Her Young Miss told her not to cry in this kind of situation because it would give a 

satisfying feeling to those men. 

Her mind was thinking if there was something that she could do right now. Suddenly the men that held 

her fell on the ground one by one. She could feel her body was being pulled by someone. After that, she 

could feel her body was blocked by someone. n-/𝔒)-𝗏-/𝐄--𝓁-/𝐛-/I/-n 

Chapter 760 - 760: His Girlfriend 

Han Chu Xiao turned above to get a look at the person who saved her at the moment. It was a young 

man. Probably in the same age as her. 

"Are you okay?" The man asked. 

"Yes... Thank... You." Hang Chu Xiao nodded. 

"Who are you? What do you want?" Brother Chen asked in anger. 

Other both of the men also glared at the man who saved the girl from their hand. 

"You want to do something to my girlfriend and you ask that question to me?" The man also glared at 

the men. 

Brother Chen, Wang Bo, and Sang Bi flinched. 'His girlfriend?' They looked between the man and the girl. 

They did not want to fight with the man since the man looked strong with his body. 

"Bro, I'm sorry to disturb your girlfriend." Brother Chen felt it was not worth angering this man for a 

woman. It was like seeking death. 



"Go. Don't let me see you ever again here." The man let go of the three of them. 

"Yes... Yes... Yes... We will go first." 

The three men picked up their motorcycle and left the place leaving Han Chu Xiao together with the 

man. Han Chu Xiao glanced at the man. 

"Where do you want to go? I will send you over. Afraid that those men will come and disturb you again if 

I leave you all alone. I am sorry for admitting you are my girlfriend." The man said. "By the way, I am Pei 

Xian." 

"Thank you for helping me. It's okay. I am don't mind." Han Chu Xiao faked a cough. "I am living nearby 

the market." 

"Okay. I will send you over. Hop up." Pei Xian jumped on his motorcycle. 

"O... Okay..." Han Chu Xiao rider behind Pei Xian. 

"You can hold me if you want." Pei Xian said. 

"I am okay." Han Chu Xiao replied. 

"Okay." Pei Xian did not think much about that. 

As the motorcycle started to move, Han Chu Xiao was startled. The motorcycle moved very fast. Han 

Chu Xiao quickly hugged Pei Xian's waist. She was scared that she might fell over. 

Sensing Han Chu Xiao was scared, Pei Xian lowered his speed. He forgot that a girl did not like the high 

speed. Even though Pei Xian had already slowed down, Han Chu Xiao still hugged him. 

Pie Xian already entered the market area. He slowed down even more. He did not know where this girl's 

house was. So he needed to ask herself. 

"Miss Han, where is your house?" Pei Xian asked as he turned around to look at Han Chu Xiao. 

Han Chu Xiao felt Pei Xian's body was moving. So, she automatically released Pei Xian from her arms. 

"Oh, sorry." Han Chu Xiao said. 

"It's okay. I don't mind... But can you tell me where are your house?" Pei Xian asked. 

"Oh." Han Chu Xiao looked around. She realized that they were already in the market area. 

"My house is over there. I think I can walk from here." Han Chu Xiao said. 

"I can send you over there." Pei Xian increased the motorcycle speed. n/.𝚘-)𝒱((𝞮((𝗅//𝔟-)1./n 

Pei Xian stopped at the location that Han Chu Xiao told him about before. He read the signboard. It read 

as THE GODLY HERBS. 'Oh, it is a herbs shop.' 

Han Chu Xiao stepped down from the motorcycle. 

"Thank you so much for saving me and sending me home. I appreciate that." Han Chu Xiao bowed. 

"It is okay. Here is your house?" Pei Xian asked. 



"Well, technically yes." Hang Chu Xiao smiled. 

"Technically?" Pei Xian did not understand. 

"Well, I am a maid here." Hang Chu Xiao just told him. 

She did not feel embarrassed about her job here. Furthermore, she was proud of it. Her master was not 

a normal person but a legendary doctor. 

"I see." Pei Xian did not say much about that. 

After that day, Pei Xian always came and met Han Chu Xiao. From there, Han Chu Xiao knew that Pei 

Xian came to Shiwa Town for job searching. 

Pei Xian was changing many jobs before this. Some of the reasons were the employer did not pay the 

salary as they promised to. He was struggling to search for a job. 

Pei Xian was seriously attracted to Han Chu Xiao. He wanted to stay close to Han Chu Xiao. Because of 

that, Pei Xian braved himself to come to the Godly Herbs Shop to ask whether the shop needed people 

to help around. 

When Grandpa Tang heard someone came and looked for a job, he came out. He was staring hard at Pei 

Xian up and down. 

"Are you strong?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

"Yes." Pei Xian answered confidently. It was a good point that he could use. 

"What is your expected salary?" Grandpa Tang asked again. 

"I hope to get a salary that commensurates with my job." Pei Xian answered clearly. 

"Okay. You are hired." Grandpa Tang made a quick decision. 

Pei Xian was dumbfounded. His ears were not wrong, right? He got hired just like that? 

"You can call me Old Master Tang and he is Song Nan. He will tell you more about your duty." Grandpa 

Tang said while pointing to Song Nan that just came from behind. 

Song Nan looked at them. He did not know that Grandpa Tang just hired a man. 

Grandpa Tang was doing for his own and Song Nan sake. They were old. So, the heavy thing, they would 

not have the energy to do so. Han Chu Xiao was a girl so, there was no way that they could ask her to do 

that. So, Grandpa Tang hired that man. 

 


